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Cheeky - but not so clever - thieves stealing from
scaffolding rental group at construction site.
March 23, 2013 someone is calling Ramirent and pretending to be an employee at
a major contractor. The person orders planks and other scaffolding equipment for
a market value of kr. 300,000 and uses in this regard the customer's corrrect
requisition number for a construction site in Copenhagen.
Immediately after the delivery - Ramirent is contacted by a local source who says that there
is some scaffolding equipment in a barn in Ringsted, presumably Ramirent Scaffolding.
Ramirents regional manager Henrik Osbaeck seeks out the adress together with the police,
where they ascertain that the equipment belongs to Ramirent. The barn is rented by a
person who is renting it out to another party which has not completed the lease form.
The thieves probably picked up the ordered and delivered scaffolding equipment immediately
after Ramirent delivered this on site and drove it to Ringsted, where they tried to polish off
the logo on the planks and painted them black, to minimize the recognition of the
equipment.
The planks however, are very easy to recognize, as they were dyed in Ramirents very
characteristic yellow color. Likewise scaffolding parts (pipes and longitudinal beams) were
painted much more than what is normally seen in the scaffolding industry.
Ramirent remains to find scaffolding equipment for about 125,000 kr. Ramirent has
contacted Scaffolding Club that will tell its members to pay extra attention to yellow planks
and scaffolding equipment, which are likely to be Ramirents. Ramirents regional manager
Henrik Osbaeck (mobile 60 40 65 29) should be contacted. If the information leads to the
discovery of the stolen gear, 10% payed in finders-fee , ie 12.500, - when the remaining
equipment is gathered.
Ramirent will in the future only provide rental scaffolding at booking / confirmation via email
to avoid similar cases.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
Contact André Bakke, Sales - & Marketingdirector at Ramirent on: +45 43 97 24 12 /
aba@ramirent.dk
Ramirent is a leading equipment rental company that delivers dynamic rental solutions which promotes
customer's productivity and efficiency. We serve a broad range of customers, including construction,
industrial, public sector and private.
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